
SECRET CARE

Period Protection
Organic Cotton



SECRET CARE

can be worn day and night  
up to 12 hours of protection

washable more than 100 timeseco-friendly

leak and odour prevention

ultra-absorbent

PERIOD UNDERWEAR - 

for more safety, sustainability and wellbeing.

Our Secret Care period underwear can be worn to replace sanitary pads, tampons or menstrua-
tion cups. But they also work superbly in addition to your favourite sanitary product during your 
menstruation. Feel perfectly safe while wearing Secret Care period underwear even with a slight 

bladder weakness or during sports thanks to maximum protection.



FOR MORE SAFETY AND COMFORT

You want to feel absolutely safe during your period or with slight bladder 
weakness? It is not just a dream anymore. Feel safe for up to 12 hours with 
SCHIESSER Secret Care period protection. An innovative membrane techno-
logy makes it possible. In addition, a moisture-absorbent fabric layer ensures 
odourless maxmiumum protection with a feeling complete safety.

The underwear is suitable for girls and young women who are still looking for 
the perfect sanitary product during their period as well as women who are 
living a conscious lifestyle and want a more sustainable solution to disposable 
products. More than that, the underwear privides a sense of security in case of 
light  bladder weakness. The best part? It has a timeless, modern look - perfect 
for every woman!

THE RIGHT USAGE AND CARE

1. put on your Secret Care slip or panty
2. go without/renounce sanitary pads and tampons
3. feel comfortable and safe all around
4. rinse with cold water before placing them into the washing machine at 30 degree Celsius
5. air dry your Secret Care slip or panty and wear it again

respects the skin and the planet
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

SECRET CARE

FOUR LAYERS FOR YOUR SAFETY

An innovative technology composed of four different layers provides a highly 
absorbent texture. It guarantees total freedom of movement and absolute 
comfort.

1. INNER LAYER CLOSE TO YOUR SKIN:
finest ORGANIC COTTON for a pleasantly soft wearing comfort

2. ABSORBING LAYER:
highly absorbent, odour and moisture prevention 

3. MEMBRANE LAYER:
optimal leakage-protection thanks to innovative membrane technology

4. OUTER LAYER:
finest ORGANIC COTTON for a timeless, modern look



CARING FOR OUR PLANET

Depending on the heaviness of your period the SCHIESSER Secret Care period underwear 
can replace 3 sanitary pads or 4 tampons. This way, you actively contribute to reducing 
mountains of waste. 

An additional benefit is the material: it is made of cotton which is a highly durable and 
therefor long-lasting. Cotton from organic farming protects our environment by avoiding 
the use of pesticides that pollute our planet. For this reason, oragnic Cotton protects our 
environments and leads to healthier working conditions on the plantations.

A MUST-HAVE for eco-conscious women!

packaging with 
retractable hook

display
W98967-990-000

capacity for 68 boxes 
2Pack Secret Care
40x40x160cm
delivered without products

POS-SUPPORT

Schiesser AG · Schützenstraße 18 · 78315 Radolfzell - Germany


